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INTRODUCTION
amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Felipe Lorenzo del Río has contributed to the dictionary with 4 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you.
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furaco
In asturleones also furacu, furaquera, buraquera, buracu or buraco. Hole in the door so that you enter and exit the cat
or anywhere else.

llobu
Wolf in bable, also lloubu, llobo, lobu. Wolf ( canis lupus ) It has been always present in life and culture perfectly. In my
alistana land next to the saw the snake in the long nights of winter next to the fire, still tell stories of the lobu children
continue with fascination. I can still remember them with a bit of homesickness. The shepherds have the days of fog in
winter Wolf always attacks against the wind so that dogs not detected his scent. And it is that adverse conditions have
made him intelligent.

mayar
Mayar in astur-leones also means hitting with flail rye reeds, extended in the era, to separate the grain and to make
them more flexible and suitable for sear the pork in the killing.

mayar
In ready (Zamora ) means hitting the linen, because water stagnant and dry-cured, with the mayadera ( cylinder of wood
with a decrease in the end that is caught with the hand ) for cleaning of the fiber. The resulting impurities are called
tascos, very useful to start the fire.

